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Abstract A complex service is a stateful implementation of a complex
task, involving interaction with partner services via a well-defined interface. In this setting, several analysis and verification problems arise,
such as discovery, substitutability, configuration, and adaptation. Partner synthesis is a solution strategy for these problems. Here, the task
is to construct an optimal partner for a given service, based on a set
of requirements and preferences. We solve partner synthesis for nonfunctional requirements and preferences, such as cost-boundedness and
cost-minimality.
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Introduction

A complex service [1] is a stateful implementation of a complex task, involving
interaction with other services via an interface. We study asynchronously interacting complex services and their composition. In this setting, several analysis and
verification problems arise, for instance discovery, substitutability, configuration,
and adaptation. Service discovery is the task to find an optimal partner service
Q in a repository for a given service N . Service substitutability is the decision
problem concerned with the preservation of all optimal partners after an update
of N . Service configuration and adaptation resolve incompatibilities between
services and ensure optimality.
In each of the problems, the concept of optimality bases on requirements and
preferences on the partnership; that is, the composition N ⊕ Q of two services
N and Q. Requirements and preferences may be defined on different levels [2].
For instance, consider two partnerships N ⊕ Q and N ⊕ Q0 . Assume that both
N ⊕ Q and N ⊕ Q0 match a certain behavioral requirement, however, N ⊕ Q
causes lower execution costs than N ⊕ Q0 . Consequently, one would prefer Q0
over Q.
Partner synthesis is a core technique to approach each of the aforementioned
problems [3,4,5,6]. In a nutshell, partner synthesis is the task to construct a
partner service Q for a given service N based on requirements and preferences.

To this end, we assume N to be given as a formal model. There are approaches
to compile [7] formal models from practically feasible models such as BPEL [8].
There exist solutions for partner synthesis for both behavioral [9] and nonfunctional requirements [10]. We tackle partner synthesis for a class of nonfunctional preferences involving the costs of a partnership. Thereby, costs are
an abstract concept to describe non-functional aspects such as execution costs,
energy consumption, or reliability. We concentrate on solving partner synthesis
for the cost model of total costs. In short, we consider non-negative costs for
transitions. We determine the worst case total costs of a partnership by totaling
the costs along each run, and taking the supremum of the costs of all runs.
According to this cost model, we prefer a partnership N ⊕ Q over a partnership
N ⊕ Q0 , if N ⊕ Q causes lower total costs in the worst case.
Additionally, we introduce a cost model based on use cases. Intuitively, a use
case U describes a part of N with a distinct start and end, such as the booking
of a flight, or the processing of an order. The motivation is that the concrete
execution of U strongly depends on the partner. According to this cost model, we
prefer a partnership N ⊕ Q over N ⊕ Q0 , if Q chooses a less expensive execution
of U in the worst case than Q0 does.
We structure our work as follows. Section 2 introduces a running example.
Section 3 describes our formal model of services. Section 4 formalizes the cost
models and the related non-functional preferences. Sections 5 and 6 prepare our
synthesis approach. Sections 7 and 8 propose the actual synthesis procedure and
discuss our prototypical implementation, respectively. Sections 9 and 10 evaluate
related work and summarize the paper, respectively.
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Running example

As running example we consider an online shop customer N and four different
online shops Q1 , . . . , Q4 . From its initial state, N may either send an Order or
terminate. After sending an Order, N waits for a shipping method – either Parcel
Post or Collect on Delivery. Upon receiving the shipping method, N returns to its
initial state. This behavior is modeled in Fig. 1 as a Petri net with an interface:
Transition A sends the Order, transition B receives Collect on Delivery, transition
C receives Parcel Post and transition D is internal.
In our running example, we assume that the Collect on Delivery shipping
method causes costs of 2 units and terminating causes costs of 3 units to N.
Therefore, we assign costs of 2 to transition B and 3 to D. For simplicity, we
consider all other transitions to have costs of 0. Figure 2 shows partners Q1 , . . . , Q4
of N. Partner Q1 non-deterministically chooses the shipping method for each
received Order. Q2 and Q3 each always choose the same shipping method, and
Q3 chooses Collect on Delivery at most once, and Parcel Post for all other orders.
In the remainder of this section, we sketch the two cost models introduced in
Sect. 4. Both cost models are based on the worst case.
The total costs of N ⊕ Q2 are unbounded, because transition B fires in each
“round”, and the number of rounds is unbounded. For similar reasons, the total
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Figure 1: Weighted nets N, N0 and U with final markings MNf = MNf0 = {[p]},
MUf = {[q]}, and pairwise equal interfaces.

costs of N ⊕ Q1 are unbounded. Here, B does not fire in every round; however,
the number of rounds with B is still unbounded. In contrast to that, the total
costs of N ⊕ Q3 are trivially bounded, because B never fires in N ⊕ Q3 , causing
total costs of 3. A less trivial example of bounded total costs is N ⊕ Q4 : Here, B
may fire at most once, causing total costs of 2 + 3 = 5. We classify the partners
Q1 , . . . , Q4 of N based on the requirement of cost-boundedness. Only Q3 and Q4
match the requirement of cost-boundedness, because N ⊕ Q3 and N ⊕ Q4 have
bounded total costs. Next, we compare the partners based on the preference of
total cost-optimality. We prefer Q3 w.r.t. total costs over Q4 , and in turn, Q4
over Q1 and Q2 , because N ⊕ Q3 causes lower total costs than N ⊕ Q4 , and so on.
We observe that Q3 is a cost-optimal partner of N w.r.t. total costs, because no
partner could cause less costs than 3 units.
Figure 1 shows a variant N0 of N: The only difference is that the transition C
causes costs of 1. We observe that each of the partnerships N0 ⊕ Q1 . . . N0 ⊕ Q4
causes unbounded total costs. Thus, using the preference of total costs, we do
not prefer one over the other. We overcome this problem by applying the cost
model of use case costs. Figure 1 shows a use case U of N0 , which models a part
of N0 . Intuitively, U resembles one processing of an order by the partner: U begins
with N0 sending an order, and then ends with N0 receiving one of the shipping
methods. Studying partnerships of N0 and a partner, we observe that U may
occur more than once. The use case costs of N0 ⊕ Q2 w.r.t. U are 2, because Q2
always sends Collect on Delivery. One can see that U may be executed arbitrarily
often, each execution causing costs of 2. The costs of D are not considered, as D
does not belong to U. N0 ⊕ Q1 and N0 ⊕ Q4 are also examples for use case costs
of 2. In contrast to N0 ⊕ Q2 , it is also possible to execute U with costs of 1 in
those partnerships. However, we study the worst case, and therefore the use case
costs amount to 2. The partnership N0 ⊕ Q3 causes use case costs of 1: Each
completion of U causes costs of 1, as B never fires in N0 ⊕ Q3 . In terms of use
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Figure 2: Weighted nets Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 with final markings MQf 1 = MQf 2 =
MQf 3 = {[ ]}, MQf 4 = {[ ], [r]}, and pairwise equal interfaces.
case cost-optimality, we do not differ between Q1 , Q2 and Q4 , and identify Q3 as
a cost-optimal partner w.r.t. use case costs.
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Weighted nets, requirements, controllability

Let N0 and N denote the sets of natural numbers starting from 0 and 1, respectively.
We write ≤, + for the total order and the addition on N0 , respectively. We use
∞ to denote infinity, and expand the notion ≤, such that for all x ∈ N0 ∪ {∞},
it holds (1) x ≤ ∞ and (2) ∞ ≤ x implies x = ∞. Let X ⊆ N0 ∪ {∞}. We define
min(X) ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} as the greatest y ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} with y ≤ x for all x ∈ X. We
define sup(X) ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} as the least element of y ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} with y ≥ x for
all x ∈ X.
A bag b over a set U is a mapping b : U → N. A Bag b is finite if its
support supp(b) := U is finite. We enumerate the content of the bag in square
brackets, for instance, x = [a, a, b] is the bag with supp(x) = {a, b}, x(a) = 2
and x(b) = 1. We write Bags(U ) for the set of all bags b with supp(b) ⊆ U . For
each bag b ∈ Bags(U ) and each set V , we define the V -mapping bV : V → N0
of b by bV (v) := b(v), if v ∈ V ∩ U and bV (v) = 0, otherwise. In the case of
supp(b) ⊆ V , we write b instead of bV whenever it is clear from the context. We
define the sum b + b0 ∈ Bags(U ∪ U 0 ) of two bags b ∈ Bags(U ), b0 ∈ Bags(U 0 ) by
supp(b + b0 ) = supp(b) ∪ supp(b0 ) and (b + b0 )(u) := bU ∪U 0 (u) + b0U ∪U 0 (u).
3.1

Petri nets and open nets

A Petri net [11] N = [P, T, F, m0 ] describes the functional aspects of behavior
by means of a set of places P , a set of transitions T with P ∩ T = ∅, a flow
function F : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → N0 , and an initial marking m0 ∈ Bags(P ).
Intuitively, a place p ∈ P models a store for tokens. A marking m ∈ Bags(P )

formalizes a state of N by determining the number m(p) of tokens on each place
p. A transition t ∈ T is enabled in a marking m, iff for each place p ∈ P , it holds
m(p) ≥ F (p, t). An enabled transition t ∈ T may fire, written
t

m→
− N m0 ,

(1)

consuming and producing tokens stored in places as determined by F , resulting
in the marking m0 defined by
m0 (p) := (m(p) − F (p, t)) + F (t, p).

(2)

A finite sequence
t

t

t

1
n
1 2
n
m0 −→
→N . . . −→
N m −
N m

(3)

of consecutive transition firings induces the run w = t1 . . . tn of N resulting in
mn , written
w
m0 −
→ mn .
(4)
The run w is simple in N if for each 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it holds mi 6= mj . That is,
no marking is visited twice. If W is a set of runs, then we write W |S for the
maximal subset of W containing only simple runs.
We write R(N, m) for the set of all runs of N resulting in m and R(N ) for
the set of all runs of N .
An open net [12] N = [N 0 , M f , I, O], also known as service net, extends a
Petri net N 0 by a set of final markings M f and an interface I ∪ O consisting
of two disjoint sets I, O ⊆ P of places, such that for each transition t ∈ T and
place p ∈ P , it holds: If p ∈ I, then F (t, p) = 0, and if p ∈ O, then F (p, t) = 0. In
words, a transition neither produces tokens on input places nor consumes tokens
from output places. A run of an open net N is terminating if it results in a final
marking of N . We write T (N ) for the set of all terminating runs of N .
We compose two open nets N1 and N2 to a new open net
N1 ⊕ N2 := [P1 ∪ P2 , T1 ∪ T2 , F1 + F2 , m01 + m02 , M f , I, O],

(5)

where M f := {mf1 + mf2 | mfi ∈ Mif }, I := (I1 ∪ I2 ) \ (O1 ∪ O2 ), and O :=
(O1 ∪ O2 ) \ (I1 ∪ I2 ).
Writing N1 ⊕ N2 , we assume:
(P1 \ (I1 ∪ O1 ) ∪ T1 ) ∩ (P2 \ (I2 ∪ O2 ) ∪ T2 ) = ∅.

(6)

That is, each shared element of N1 and N2 is an interface place of either open
net. Further, we assume:
I1 ∩ I2 = O1 ∩ O2 = ∅.

(7)

That is, no input (output) place of N1 is an input (output) place of N2 .
We call N1 ⊕ N2 a partnership if I = O = ∅; that is, the interface of N1 ⊕ N2
is empty. We call N1 and N2 partners if N1 ⊕ N2 is a partnership.

3.2

Weighted nets

A weighted net [10] N = [N 0 , c] extends an open net N 0 with transitions T by a
cost function c : T → N0 . We write htiN := c(t) for the costs of t in N .
We extend the cost function c from transitions to sequences of transitions by
totaling the costs along the sequence. For technical reasons, we formally extend
c to words over arbitrary alphabets: Let w be a word over alphabet A with
w|T ∩A = t1 . . . tn , where w|T ∩A denotes the restriction of w to alphabet T ∩ A.
Then, we define the costs hwiN of w in N by
hwiN := ht1 iN + . . . + htn iN .

(8)

We observe that for two words v, w, it holds hvwiN = hviN + hwiN .
We further extend the cost function c to languages by choosing the supremum
as the costs. Let L be a language, then we define the costs hLiN of L in N by
hLiN := sup({hwiN | w ∈ L}).

(9)

We observe that for two languages L, M , it holds hL ∪ M iN = sup({hLiN , hM iN }).
Whereas the costs of a word are always a natural number, the costs of a
language may be ∞. A language L is cost-bounded in N iff hLiN ∈ N0 .
We define the costs hN i of N as the costs of the set of terminating runs of N :
hN i := hT (N )iN .

(10)

We canonically extend the notion of composition from open nets to weighted
nets: Let N1 = [N10 , c1 ] and N2 = [N20 , c2 ] be weighted nets. Then, we define the
composition N1 ⊕N2 of N1 and N2 by N1 ⊕N2 := [N10 ⊕N20 , c1 ∪c2 ], where c1 ∪c2 is
the union of the two functions c1 and c2 . This notion is feasible due to assumption
(6). We observe that for any word w, it holds hwiN1 ⊕N2 = hwiN1 + hwiN2 .
3.3

Requirements and controllability

We consider a requirement Φ to be a set of partnerships. If N1 ⊕ N2 ∈ Φ, then
N2 is a Φ-partner of N1 . We call a weighted net N Φ-controllable, iff there exists
a partnership N ⊕ X in Φ. In the remainder of this section, we define some
important requirements.
Boundedness. A partnership N is b-bounded for b ∈ N0 , if for each run w ∈
R(N , m) and place p of N , it holds m(p) ≤ b. Furthermore, N is bounded, iff
there exists some b ∈ N0 , such that N is b-bounded. S
We write Pb for the set of
all b-bounded partnerships. We further define P := b∈N0 Pb . It is well-known
that N ∈ Pb and N ∈ P are decidable [13].
Weak termination. A partnership N is weakly terminating if for each run w ∈
R(N ), there exists a transition sequence x, such that wx ∈ T (N ). We write
W for the set of all weakly-terminating partnerships. For N ∈ P, N ∈ W is
decidable by applying model checking [14]. We further define Wb := W ∩ Pb .
The problem N ∈ Wb is decidable by first deciding N ∈ Pb and if yes, deciding
N ∈ W. It has been shown that Wb -controllability is decidable [9].

Cost boundedness. A partnership N is k-cost-bounded for k ∈ N0 , iff hN i ≤ k.
Furthermore, N is cost-bounded, iff there exists some k ∈ N0 , such that N is
k-cost-bounded. We S
write Ck for the set of all k-cost-bounded partnerships. We
further define C := k∈N0 Ck , Wb C := Wb ∩ C and Wb Ck := Wb ∩ Ck . We have
shown in previous work [10] that deciding N ∈ Ck may be reduced to N ∈ Pb , and
thus N ∈ Ck is decidable. Using the same argument we can show that N ∈ C and
N ∈ Wb C are decidable. Additionally, we have shown that Wb Ck -controllability
is decidable. In this paper, we will show that Wb C-controllability is decidable.

4

Preferences and optimal partners

We consider a preference relation % to be a total, reflexive and transitive relation
on the set of all partnerships. Let N = N ⊕ Q and N 0 = N 0 ⊕ Q0 be partnerships.
Then, we %-prefer N at least as much as N 0 iff N % N 0 . A weighted net N
%-prefers a partner Q at least as much as a partner Q0 iff N ⊕ Q % N ⊕ Q0 . Let
Φ be a requirement. We call a Φ-partner Q of N a %-optimal partner of N iff for
each Φ-partner Q0 of N , it holds N ⊕ Q % N ⊕ Q0 . In words, Q is a %-optimal
Φ-partner if N does not prefer any Φ-partner Q0 over Q.
4.1

Total costs

In this section, we introduce the preference relation of total cost-optimality %
studied in this paper. Intuitively, we compare the costs of two partnerships and
prefer those partnerships with lower costs. Because the costs of a partnership
depend on the set of all of its terminating runs, this cost model describes the
worst case from a non-functional point of view. We define the preference relation
total cost-optimality % on partnerships by N % N 0 iff hN i ≤ hN 0 i. As explained
in Sect. 2, Q3 (Fig. 2) is a %-optimal Wb -partner of N (Fig. 1).
4.2

Use case costs

Intuitively, the preference of use case cost-optimality only considers the costs to
complete a given use case of a service. A use case describes a partial behavior
of a service. For example, think of “booking a flight” in an airline ticket store,
which provides an unlimited number of bookings. Figure 1 shows a use case U
for the running example N0 . We observe that U contains behavioral alternatives
with different costs.
The use case cost in a partnership is the maximal cost of all complete
occurrences of a use case U along all runs. The use case may occur arbitrarily
often but for this preference the costs are not accumulated. Instead, the most
expensive occurrence determines the costs of interest. We ignore all costs outside
the use case. Additionally, costs inside the use case only count if the use case
is completely executed. Ordering the partnerships by their use case costs w.r.t.
a use case U results in the preference for use case costs. If a use case is acyclic,
each partner causes bounded use case costs. This allows to compare partners
that result in unbounded total costs.

4.3

Comparison

We compare the two cost models of total costs and use case costs. Consider again
our running example (Fig. 1) and its partners (Fig. 2): N ⊕ Q3 has lower total
costs than N ⊕ Q4 , so Q3 is preferred over Q4 regarding total costs. Imagine a use
case for N, similar to U, with costs zero for C. Then N ⊕ Q3 and N ⊕ Q4 would
yield the same use case costs. In contrast to that N0 ⊕ Q3 and N0 ⊕ Q4 cause
unbounded total costs. Using the use case cost preference with U, Q3 is preferred
over Q4 . Thus, the two preferences prefer different partnerships. Though, for the
same partnership, the use case costs are always less then the total costs.
For acyclic use cases we may reduce the problem of analyzing the use case
costs to the problem of analyzing the total costs. We only sketch the reduction.
We construct a new service N0U from the given service N0 and the use case U, with
the following property: Every Wb -Partner X of N0 is a Wb -Partner of N0U and the
use case costs of N0 ⊕ X coincide with the total costs of N0U ⊕ X. Intuitively, the
new service may switch once from the given service to the use case and back.
This switching behavior is not connected to the interface. In fact, switching may
neither be enforced, excluded, nor observed by the partner. We plan to study
cyclic use cases in future work.
The two approaches give two different opportunities to model cost preferences.
The following results assume the cost model of total costs. As explained in the
previous paragraph, we may transfer these results to use case cost-optimality
with acyclic use cases.

5

The minimal cost bound

In this section, we introduce the minimal cost bound mb(N ) ∈ N0 ∪ {∞} of a
given Wb -controllable weighted net N . Intuitively, mb(N ) describes the costs
incurring during the interaction with a cost-optimal partner regarding total costs.
For the running example N (Fig. 1) the minimal cost bound is 0, as Q3 (Fig. 2)
is the cost-minimal partner with hN ⊕ Q3 i = 0. Formally, we define the minimal
cost bound mb(N ) of a Wb -controllable weighted net N by
mb(N ) := min({hN ⊕ Qi | N ⊕ Q ∈ Wb })

.

(11)

From the definition of %-optimality, we may conclude that mb(N ) indeed
models the costs of the composition with a cost-minimal partner:
Corollary 1. A weighted net Q is a %-optimal Wb -partner of a weighted net N
iff hN ⊕ Qi = mb(N ).
Thus, we may decide %-optimality of a Wb -partner Q by comparing hN ⊕ Qi
and mb(N ). Additionally, mb(N ) is the core ingredient of our synthesis approach
as described in Sect. 7. In general, mb(N ) may either be a natural number or ∞.
We observe the following relation between mb(N ) and Wb Ck -controllability:
Corollary 2. Let N be a Wb -controllable weighted net. If mb(N ) 6= ∞, then N
is Wb Cmb(N ) -controllable.

Assuming mb(N ) ∈ N0 , we may thus compute mb(N ) in an iterative approach,
checking Wb Ck -controllability for k = 0, 1, . . .. In the case of mb(N ) = ∞, this
procedure would not terminate and thus not be feasible. Therefore, the challenge
in computing mb(N ) is deciding the finiteness of mb(N ). To this end, we connect
the notion of mb(N ) with the notion of Wb C-controllability. First, we observe
that N is not Wb C-controllable if mb(N ) = ∞. From that and Corollary 2, we
conclude:
Corollary 3. Finiteness of mb(N ) coincides with Wb C-controllability of N .
From this, we conclude that finiteness of mb(N ) is decidable iff Wb C-controllability of N is decidable. Therefore, we study the problem of deciding
Wb C-controllability in the following section.

6

Deciding cost-bounded controllability

We have shown in Sect. 5 that mb(N ) is computable iff Wb C-controllability is
decidable. In this section, we reduce this decision problem to deciding Wb Ck controllability by specifying a canonical k. More formally, given a weighted net
N , we (1) define the cost discriminant dis(N ) of N , and (2) show that N is
Wb C-controllable iff N is Wb Cdis(N ) -controllable. Then, Corollary 3 implies that
mb(N ) is computable.
We define the cost discriminant dis(N ) of N based on the partnership of N
and its most-permissive Wb -partner [9] mp(N ). For the example service N (Fig. 1),
the most-permissive Wb -partner is Q1 (Fig. 2). Intuitively, N ⊕ mp(N ) is the
richest partnership of N in Wb regarding simulation of behavior: The partnership
N ⊕ mp(N ) simulates each partnership N ⊕ Q ∈ Wb . It has been shown that for
a given Wb -controllable weighted net N , such a partner mp(N ) exists and may
be computed. Because the simulation relation implies finite trace inclusion [15],
we observe the following: If N ⊕ Q ∈ Wb and v = t1 . . . tn ∈ T (N ⊕ Q), then
there exists w = r1 . . . rn ∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N )) such that
v|TN = w|TN

.

(12)

Thus, the set T (N ⊕ mp(N )) over-approximates the set of terminating runs
in any partnership of N in Wb . Consequently, we define dis(N ) based on this set.
To this end, we consider a most-permissive partner with a cost function mapping
each transition to zero. More precisely, we define
dis(N ) := hT (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S iN

.

(13)

That is, dis(N ) equals the cost of the most expensive simple terminating run of
N ⊕ mp(N ). We may use index N instead of N ⊕ mp(N ) in hT (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S iN ,
because we assume that the transitions of mp(N ) have zero costs. In the example
N (Fig. 1) with mp(N) = Q1 (Fig. 2), the set of simple terminating runs is: {D}.
Thus the cost discriminant for the example is dis(N) = hDiN = 3.

Computing dis(N ) thus boils down to computing mp(N ) and solving the
longest path problem for the state space of N ⊕ mp(N ). While computationally
expensive [16,17], this is possible because mp(N ) is finite.
Corollary 4. Let N be a weighted net. Then, dis(N ) is computable.
We observe that a weighted net N is not necessarily Wb Cdis(N ) -controllable:
For instance, the variant of the running example N0 is not controllable for any
finite cost bound.
In the remainder of this section, we prove that Wb C-controllability reduces to
Wb Cdis(N ) -controllability. The main ingredient for the proof is a relation of the
cost discriminant dis(N ) and the minimal cost bound mb(N ). We develop this
relation in the following lemmas.
First, we observe that if Q is a Wb C-partner of N , then the most expensive
simple terminating run equals the most expensive terminating run.
Lemma 1. Let N ⊕ Q ∈ Wb C. Then, hN ⊕ Qi = hT (N ⊕ Q)|S iN ⊕Q .
Proof. We show that for all w ∈ T (N ⊕ Q), there exists v ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)|S with
hwiN ⊕Q = hviN ⊕Q . The opposite direction trivially holds. If w is simple, w is a
proof. Otherwise, there exists a marking m which is visited more than once along
w1
w2
w3
w. Hence, w has the form m0 −−→
m −−→
m −−→
mf , and w1 w2 w2 w3 ∈ T (N ⊕ Q).
Because N ⊕ Q is cost-bounded by assumption, we conclude hw2 iN ⊕Q = 0. Hence,
hwiN ⊕Q = hw1 w3 iN ⊕Q . Therefore, subsequent application of this argument leads
to v ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)|S with hwiN ⊕Q = hviN ⊕Q .
t
u
If Q is a Wb C-partner of N , there always exists a Wb C-partner Q0 of N , such
that Q assigns zero costs to each of its transitions. Therefore, the %-optimal
Wb -partners of N each assign costs of zero to their transitions. Hence, the costs
of N with a %-optimal Wb -partner only depend on transitions of N .
Corollary 5. Let Q be a %-optimal Wb -partner of a Wb C-controllable open net
N . Then, hN ⊕ Qi = hT (N ⊕ Q)|S iN .
Combining Def. (12) and Corollary 5, we find the following relationship
between terminating runs of N ⊕ Q and the simple runs of N ⊕ mp(N ).
Lemma 2. Let N be a Wb C-controllable weighted net. Let Q be a %-optimal Wb partner of N . If w ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)|S , then there exists a run w ∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S ,
such that hwiN = hwiN .
Proof. Let w = t1 . . . tn ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)|S . Then, there exists v = r1 . . . rn ∈
T (N ⊕ mp(N )), such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ti ∈ TN iff ri ∈ TN ,
If ti ∈ TN , then ti = ri ,
If ti 6∈ TN , then ti sends (receives) a iff ri sends (receives) a,
t ...ti
t1 ...ti
0
0
If m0N ⊕Q −1−−→
N ⊕Q m and mN ⊕mp(N ) −−−→N ⊕mp(N ) m , then mPN =
m0PN .

From 1)-2), we conclude hwiN = hviN . If v ∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S , we are done.
Consider the case where v 6∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S .
r ...ri
Then, there exist i, j with 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such that m0 −−1−−→
N ⊕mp(N )
ri+1 ...rj

rj+1 ...rn

mi −−−−−→N ⊕mp(N ) mj −−−−−−→ mn and mi = mj . We define z := ri+1 . . . rj
and show hziN = 0. By assumption, hziN = hz|TN iN . Consider the cases C1 :=
z|TN = , C2 := z|TN = z and C3 := otherwise.
In case C1 , we are done, all transitions in z have costs of 0. In case C2 , we
apply a “pumping argument”: If z = z|TN , then t1 . . . ti zz k tj+1 . . . tn ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)
for each k ∈ N0 . Because N ⊕ Q is cost-bounded, the costs of z are 0. In case C3 ,
we may canonically split z into z1 z2 , such that z1 only consists of transitions of
mp(N ) and z2 starts with a transition of N . Then, z1 has costs of 0. We show
hz2 iN = 0. If z1 = , we may apply the same argument as in case C2 . Consider
now z1 6= . If t1 . . . ti z1 z2 z1 ∈ T (N ⊕ Q), then we may again use the pumping
argument. Otherwise, firing z1 is not required from this marking. Consequently,
the costs of z2 are 0, because Q is a cost-optimal partner.
If v ∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S , we are done. Otherwise, we apply the same argument
as above, until v ∈ T (N ⊕ mp(N ))|S . Because z has costs of 0, the costs of w
and v are equal.
t
u
Using this lemma, we may prove the following decisive relationship between
mb(N ) and dis(N ).
Theorem 1. Let N be a Wb C-controllable weighted net. Then, mb(N ) ≤ dis(N ).
Proof. If N is Wb C-controllable, mb(N ) ∈ N0 . Let Q be a %-optimal Wb -partner
of N . By Lemma 2, hwiN ⊕Q ≤ dis(N ) for each w ∈ T (N ⊕ Q)|S . Thus, by
Def. 10 and Lemma 1, hN ⊕ Qi ≤ dis(N ). Applying Corollary 1, we conclude
mb(N ) ≤ dis(N ).
t
u
As a Wb C-controllable weighted net is Wb Cmb(N ) -controllable, we conclude:
Corollary 6. Wb Cdis(N ) -controllability and Wb C-controllability of a weighted net
N coincide.
As shown in previous work [10], Wb Ck -controllability is decidable for any
k ∈ N0 . We have shown that dis(N ) is computable. Therefore, we may conclude:
Corollary 7. Wb C-controllability of a weighted net is decidable.
Furthermore, we conclude the computability of the minimal cost bound:
Corollary 8. mb(N ) is computable.
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Synthesis

Our approach to synthesize cost-minimal partners consists of two steps: First,
compute the minimal cost bound. Second, select the fitting synthesis procedure.

Computing the minimal cost bound. If dis(N ) is given, it is possible to compute
the minimal bound mb(N ). First, decide Wb Cdis(N ) -controllability. If not, then
mb(N ) = ∞: By Corollary 2 N is not Wb C-controllable. Otherwise, we know from
Thm. 1 that mb(N ) ∈ [0, dis(N )]. For every i ∈ [0, dis(N )] we can decide [10],
whether N is Wb Ci -controllable and thus, if i ≥ mb(N ). Testing every i or using
a more efficient binary search thus solves the problem. In fact, it suffices to know
a natural number K ≥ dis(N ) to apply this search. Over-approximating dis(N )
with K may reduce the computational effort, but increases the search interval.
This leads to a trade-off situation regarding the computational effort.
Selecting the synthesis procedure. We propose a solution to the synthesis of %optimal Wb -partners of a given weighted net N . Thereby, we reduce the problem
to other problems which are known to be solvable. In the case of mb(N ) = ∞,
synthesis of %-optimal Wb -partners reduces to synthesis of Wb -partners [9]. In
the case of mb(N ) ∈ N0 , synthesis of a %-optimal partners reduces to synthesis
of Wb Cmb(N ) -partners [10].
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Implementation and experimental results

Our tool Tara1 synthesizes a cost-optimal partner for a given weighted net,
applying the existing tools LoLA [18] and Wendy [19] for state space computation and Wb -partner synthesis, respectively. We solve the problem of computing
the cost discriminant dis(N ) by first computing the most-permissive Wb -partner
mp(N ) and then applying a simple heuristic instead of actually solving the
longest path problem. In particular, for each state q, we note the costs q of
the
P most-expensive outgoing edge. Then, we sum q for all states q, yielding
q ≥ dis(N ).
The implementation is prototypical and lacks an elaborate evaluation. We
present some experimental results in Table 1. To this end, we started from real
world services and academic examples: We took Loan approval, Purchase order
and Travel service 1 from the BPEL specification [8]. Travel service 2 is a variation
of Travel service 1. We found Olive Oil Ordering [20], Beverage machine [3], Online
shop 1 and Online shop 2 [7] in literature. SMTP models the SMTP protocol.
3 Philosophers and 5 Philosophers are weighted nets modeling 3 and 5 dining
philosophers, respectively. Registration was provided by a consultant company.
The original models were unweighted. Therefore, we added randomly determined
cost functions. Some of the original models were given in BPEL, we obtained the
Petri net models with BPEL2oWFN [7]. Column |I ∪ O| shows the size of the
interface, that is, the number of input and output places. Column |state space|
lists the number of reachable markings of the composition of the service with its
most-permissive partner. Finally, the last column shows the computation time
for synthesizing a cost-optimal partner. The rows are ordered ascending by the
values in column |state space|.
1

In order to try Tara, please visit: http://service-technology.org/tara

Table 1: Experimental results of Tara
Weighted net
Beverage machine
Loan approval
Olive oil ordering
Online shop 2
Online shop 1
Travel service 1
3 Philosophers
Purchase order
SMTP
Travel service 2
Registration (abstract)
Registration
5 Philosophers
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|I ∪ O| |state space| time (sec)
7
6
6
8
7
8
6
10
15
12
6
6
10

37
43
50
77
137
192
499
1032
1042
1440
2239
27372
43848

< 0.01
0.04
< 0.01
0.12
0.10
0.06
0.06
0.31
0.84
0.90
2.37
10.20
24.07

Related work

In this paper, we extend our previous work [10]. Weighted nets are inspired by
weighted automata [21,22] over arbitrary semirings or similar algebraic structures.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to a cost model similar to the semiring
known as max plus algebra. In general, we believe that our techniques can be
applied for any semiring which is isomorphic to the max plus algebra. Weighted
timed automata extend weighted automata by clocks and costs for staying inside
one state. Weighted timed automata are a very complex model class (see for
instance [23]) and we are not aware of partner synthesis approaches for this
formalism. Q-Automata [24] constitute another model to capture non-functional
requirements in behavioral models. Here, the focus is on composition of component
models, making the setting very similar to ours. The approaches deviate in the
communication model: Interaction of Q-Automata means synchronization of
concurrent actions. Asynchronous communication between Q-automata may be
realized by a buffer system in between. We compose open systems by means of
asynchronous message exchange without a buffer system. The aim of Q-Automata
is enabling analysis of compositions of open systems. To our knowledge, there
does not exist a partner synthesis approach for Q-Automata.
In the area of service-oriented architectures, Oster et al. [25] present a framework to synthesize service compositions regarding non-functional preferences by
applying model checking. In contrast to our approach, the composite is built
from existing services. We consider the case where only one service is known
beforehand. Zeng et al. [26] find an optimal composition of non-interacting atomic
tasks each implemented by a web service. We consider interacting systems. In [27],
the authors extend timed Petri nets with a cost model. The authors study the
issue of minimal cost reachability and coverability. The formalism considers closed
systems in contrast to our research of open systems.
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Summary

In this paper, we introduced two preferences to distinguish between partners of a
service based on costs, namely total cost-optimality and use case cost-optimality.
We developed an approach to solve partner synthesis for total-cost optimality
and the requirement of weak termination. Our approach is a reduction to partner
synthesis for the requirements of k-cost-boundedness and weak termination. The
difficulty lies in deciding cost-bounded controllability and the computation of the
minimal cost bound. We have sketched that partner synthesis for the preference of
use case cost-optimality may be reduced to the approach for total cost-optimality,
if we restrict ourselves to acyclic use cases. We have presented a prototypical
implementation and some first experimental results.
The cost models in this paper cover the worst case from a non-functional
point of view. For future work, we plan to investigate cost models concerned with
average costs. To this end, we plan to adopt algorithms from the field of meanpayoff games [28,29]. Another promising direction is to combine our techniques
with timed or probabilistic models. Additionally, we would like to evaluate
our approach with more realistic examples. In particular, we aim at checking
the feasibility of our approach in the field of adaptation and substitutability.
We believe that the runtime of the synthesis approach could be improved by
developing a new synthesis algorithm for our problem class, instead of reducing
our problem to another problem class.
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